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Air Purifier is an air purification equipment, which is widely used in hospital, small clinic,

laboratory, office, meeting room and house etc. it can protect your life and your health through

filtering dust, germ and virus in the air.

Product Features:

1.Low noise.

2.Remote Control.

3. Adjustable air velocity.5 layers filter.

4.LCD Display with touch button.

5. sterilizing with blue light UV lamp.

6. Eliminate formaldehyde efficiency: 96.2%;Eliminate PM2.5 efficiency:99.9%.



Press the ON/OFFPower supplyBack the panelInstall the pre-filter

Open the panelRemove the package

remove the plastic

bag of filters

install the Chitin HEPA+Activated

carbon filter

Do not touch combustible

materials

Do not wipe with alcohol or organic solvents to avoid the fire

or damage of the machine.

You can not put in anything air inlet or air outlet

to avoid the damage.

Just The professional maintenance

personnel can disassemble the machine

Quick Install Guide

Warning



Operating Instructions

●Press the ON/OFF

●When the machine working, the display contents as follows:

Automatic cleaning

●Press “AUTO”, it goes into automatic cleaning model. According to the quality management, the

intelligent system will automatically cleaning the air. When the air quality good, the light is green.

This time you can use the 1-wind speed. When the light is yellow, you can use the 2-wind speed ;

When the air quality is bad, the light is red. you can use the3-wind speed.

●The display contents as follows

Sleeping Patterns

Press the “Sleeping Patterns”, all of the lights is off.

The wind speed is I-file and the others functions are running. Press the “Sleeping Patterns” again,

the Sleeping Patterns is off. The wind speed reset to the previous tap and the others functions are

running.

Timing

In standby mode, the light shows white. You can make an appointment. When the machine is

working, it can be shut down timely. You can choose 4 timing times: 1H/2H/3H/4H.



The wind speed

There are 3 gears wind speed. The corresponding wind speed icon on the control panel shows that

the key of wind speed is to press 1-- 2-- 3 stages in the cycle. The icon shows that every two

horizontal bars show a gear position, which rises from bottom to top

UV Sterilize

Press ”UV” ON, Press ”UV”again OFF

Ultraviolet germicidal filter layer is used with photocatalyst to kill harmful bacteria and sterilize

them.

Indicator light

Press the “sleep pattern” the light is off. Whereas open.

Replace the Filters

In normal, the “replace filter” is off. When the filter indicator flashes and gives a warning sound,

the filter needs to be replaced.

Purifying Function

The pre-filter can remove the larger particles such as leather shoes, hair, dust, etc., and can be

cleaned and used repeatedly to reduce the use cost of customers

Chitin HEPA filter layer: the HEPA filter, by a very small organic fiber woven's ability to capture

particles is very strong, aperture small, large adsorption capacity, high purification efficiency, and

have the absorbent can effectively filter the composition of particulate matter in the air.

Activated carbon filter layer: activated carbon has good adsorption performance, stable

performance, is a good hydrophobic adsorbent, with odor absorption, deodorization,

dehumidification, antiseptic, purification and other comprehensive functions, effectively clean the

indoor environmental pollution.

Antibacterial cotton: can effectively inhibit the growth and reproduction of bacteria, and kill

bacteria, can be combined with prevention and treatment, is a new polymer nanoscale material.

Ultraviolet germicidal filtration layer: destroy the molecular chain structure of microorganisms

with ultraviolet light to achieve germicidal purpose. When used with light, the catalyst can not

only effectively kill harmful bacteria, but also activate the catalytic efficiency of photocatalyst by

ultraviolet lamp irradiation

Ozone disinfection used in the room of the air environment disinfection



Technician Parameter

Model 37360-A

External Size(W*D*H) 425*220*630mm

Filter

1st layer:Pre-Filter

2nd layer: HEPA Filter

3nd layer:Active Filter

4nd layer:Antibacterial cotton Filter

5nd layer: UV sterilization

Optimal Space 70 ㎡

Noise ≤55dB

Consumption 65W

Adjustable Air Speed 3

Power supply 220V 50Hz

UV sterilization solid pollutant clean air 410m³/h

Energy efficiency class of solid pollutants A

Weight: 8kg

Package Size:(W*D*H) 470*255*675mm

Error Code List

please confirm the following items before sending for repair

Error Solution

Not working

1.Is the power cord plug disconnected from the

power outlet?

→ Plug in the power cord again.

2.Is the front panel covered?

→ Replace the front panel.

3.Is the main unit tilted?

→ keep the main unit stand

During automatic operation, the air quality

indicator always shows "red" or the value of

PM2.5 is always high

1. The sensor may be affected by water vapor,

oil fume, sprays, etc. Move the machine to

another clean environment for testing.

2. Remove the sensor and wipe the sensor lens

with a clean soft cloth.

Difficult to eliminate odor

Inspect the filter for failure or release of odors

due to adsorbed pollutants.

→ Clean the activated carbon filter and use it

after drying. If it does not improve, please

replace it with a new one.

Check if the chitin HEPA filter has failed?



Dirt in the air is difficult to remove and noise

becomes louder

→ Use a vacuum cleaner to clean the chitin

HEPA high efficiency filter and primary filter.

If the situation has not improved, please replace

with a new chitin HEPA filter.

The air purifier is not responding when the air

is polluted

The machine may be placed in an right place.

→ Change the place, or select the manual

operation mode, and adjust the wind speed to

the "3" position.
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